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Three Contexts in Reading Bible

•Literal

•Symbolic

•Cultural



Definition of  the word “context”

• Context: the information necessary to correctly 

interpret a word or phrase that could otherwise be 

interpreted in a number of  different ways.

• The part of  a text or statement that helps to 

determine what a word or phrase means



Literal Context

• Literal Context:  based on the actual words in their 

ordinary meaning; not symbolic

• It means exactly what it says, and says exactly what 

it means.

• Straightforward, no interpretation necessary.



Symbolic Context

• Symbol: Something that stands for something else

• An object, idea, or relationship that has a greater meaning because 

of  what it represents or stands for

• Symbolic context: When symbols are used in a series of  

words, ideas or stories that represent a greater meaning 

• Example: Jesus’ parables are to be read in a symbolic context



What does this heart represent?



What is this a symbol of?



What are these a symbol of?

• Revelation 1:14: His head and His hair were white like white wool, like 

snow; and His eyes were like a flame of  fire.

• Who is being described here?

• Genesis 9:13: I have set my rainbow in the clouds, and it will be the 

sign of  the covenant between me and the earth.

• What covenant, or promise is the rainbow a symbol of ?



Cultural Context

• Cultural Context: Relates to a specific time period, for a 

specific people, with specific norms for a specific reason

• Their unique culture (way of  living and doing things), attitudes 

and values have to be considered to get the meaning of  what is 

being said

• Example: How we gather food TODAY  is different than how we 

gathered food in the 1700’s


